
J’s Water Waste Remover



The problem 

The problem that i have is there is so much trash in the oceans there is 
5.25 trillion pieces of trash! That's a lot of trash. There is 70% that sinks 
into the water 15% floats and 15% lands on beaches. In the pacific ocean 
there is 1.8 trillion pieces of trash in total trash in the atlantic ocean is 
around 200 million tonnes.the arctic ocean is has 400 tons of trash.and 
that's only a couple so how i plan to help is i will try to make a device that 
takes trash out of the oceans so it could help lower the waste in the 
waters. 



Requirements and other solution

A thing that we need to have is lightweight because we cant have it 
sinking while trying to use it another thing is it needs to be strong to not 
be damaged while in the water.a separate solution is if it could be a 
smaller device with a net on the bottom to catch all the trash in the 
lower levels of the waters.



The best solution

I think that the best way to build this is to use a lightweight material plus 
it needs to be strong to be in waters like fiberglass also it should have a 
strong grip if it will take trash like plastic and rubber out of the waters so 
in my opinion this is the best solution. 



Development work
The things that we used for this project is

 1.two sided magnet

 2.small dc motor

 3.power source

 4.waterproof housing

 5.vegetable oil

 6.metal shavings

  7. Waterproof sealant

These are all the things you need to build this water waste remover.



The prototype 

This was my first design for the prototype                 this was my second design for the prototype                               this was me working on my slides                            

    This was me and my dad working on the prototype          this was when i was brainstorming                                             me and my dad making the prototype 



The tests and redesign

Test 1.the device tipped over the magnet fell off and the motor went out of place.    
We plan to use a lighter magnet. 

We redesigned the prototype with a bowl that looks like a dome of some sorts 
also we used a lighter magnet….and it worked! 

 

                                                                                                And here's a picture of

                                                                                                   it          



the conclusion

The conclusion if we used the old design it would flip over and probably 
sink and the magnet would fall off.our other design worked preety good 
and one thing i wonder is if we used a bigger motor and a bigger 
magnet.also if we used a bigger design insead of the small design.i think 
the project was  fun and very hard me i liked it and i hope you did too.


